Pegging " Otter Eggs " using only a leader
(System developed by Tom Loe, Sierra Drifters.com; now owned by Doug Rodicks.
Randall Mikuriya from CA provided photos and notes, with "The Otter's" editing)

You can't loosen the egg rig once completed. If you lose an egg or if it's broke off or hooked on a
snag, you have to re-tie the rig. It's easy and fast to re-tie.
Push a threader through eggs and pull leader back through all eggs. The first knot is a double (2)
overhand knot- tighten them just enough to bunch eggs together.
Do not cut into the egg material!! Easiest to use 10 mm, 8 mm, and 6 mm size eggs. After above
double overhand, it's (2) more single, separate overhand knots to set the eggs in place. Make sure
all knots are being tightened over last knot.
Before tightening the first double overhand knot, adjust closest egg to hook distance to 2 1/2" to
the first egg for 10 mm double eggs and 2- 5/8" to 10 mm triple eggs. This will finish your rig
exactly at 2" from the hook, satisfying most state fishing regulations on "Pegging Eggs". You
won't lose many eggs; the eggs are inside the trout's mouth when you set the hook; eggs are pulled
out of mouth and trailing hook sinks into jaw. Most are hooked on the outside corner of the jaw.
It's best to use Octopus hooks with a snel on the hookl.

1. Thread 10 mm (2) or (3) eggs approx. 2 1/2" for double eggs and 2 5/8" for triple eggs, above
the hook. This will position eggs at 2" above the hook when you are finished.

2. Tie an overhand knot (2) times around the main line forming a loop.

3. Tighten down knot just enough to slightly compress eggs together-do not cut eggs!

4. Tie an overhand knot (1) time around the main line. Make sure knot tightens down on
previously tied double overhand knot and do not tighten leader on the eggs. Position the loop
between both eggs and slowly tighten up so knot is between both eggs.
After this step, the eggs are now perpendicular to the line; See below photo!

5. REPEAT AGAIN: Tie another overhand knot (1) around the main line and slowly tighten
between both eggs and on top of second overhand knot. This completes the rig and both types
of eggs, double or triple, will now be perpendicular to the line.

6. Shows completed (2) and (3) egg rig. We use the (3) egg rig in water that's more stained to
present a larger profile. Line runs almost through the middle of egg cluster. No pegs used, real
easy to re-tie. Caught a lot of fish on this rig, with no failures.

All finished -ready to fish!!! Randall Mikuriya's rigging photos and comments.
It's amazing how this rigging holds up with just overhand knots . We fish 6# leader most the time
and have complete confidence in holding river trout.
Walt "The Otter" has tested this system in 2021 with 12# tippet on 10# to 20# steelhead and has
not broken a tippet with these knots in the leader either!!!

